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Magnetization reversal has been studied in a Co_{74}Tb_{26}/Cu/Co_{88}Tb_{12} system, which is a perpendicularly magnetized ferrimagnetic bilayer separated by a nonmagnetic layer. The Co_{88}Tb_{12} (soft) layer (SL) exhibits a switching field much lower than the Co_{74}Tb_{26} (hard) layer (HL), which enabled us to study the magnetization reversal of the SL for different magnetic states of the HL. We found an asymmetric hysteresis loop for the SL, when the HL is not fully saturated. Using careful analysis of magnetic force microscopy measurements we conclude that the asymmetry originates from magnetic domains formed in the HL that affect the SL reversal. A simple model based on magnetic dipolar interaction between the two layers is found to be in good agreement with the experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetization reversal process in ferromagnetic (FM) materials generally follows time-reversal symmetry with respect to the magnetic field sign. However, there are various examples for which the magnetization reversal process during ascending field branch differs from the descending field branch. The most famous example is the antiferromagnetic (AF)/FM system, which exhibit an “exchange-bias” effect that leads to a field axis shift of the FM hysteresis loop.1,2 Moreover additional asymmetries in the FM hysteresis loop have been observed indicating different FM reversal processes for both branches.3,4 However other systems exhibit this type of asymmetry as well.5–7 Common to all cases is that the origin of the asymmetry can be traced back to coupling phenomena, i.e., either an exchange coupling or a dipolar coupling.6–12

Dipolar couplings have attracted strong interest both for fundamental reasons and potential applications. Examples for the former are dipolar stray field coupling between nanomagnets sometimes leading to fascinating properties like geometrical frustration,7 the occurrence of multidomain formation,9 and domain wall (DW) pinning,10 which allow investigating the competition between short-range and long-range interaction models. On the other hand, dipolar fields play a major role in bit-patterned media recording,13 multilevel magnetic recording,14 and the reliability of magnetoelectric devices.15,16 For magnetization control either by field or polarized current, multilayers composed of two perpendicularly magnetized FM separated by a nonmagnetic decoupling layer are among the most studied systems.9,10,13,16–21 When soft (SL) and hard layers (HL) have similar intrinsic domain sizes, the stray fields induced by a non-uniformly magnetized HL lead to mirrored domains in the SL during field cycles.10 However, an even more complex behavior can occur when the SL and the HL are designed differently.12 For example, in Refs. 9 and 17, asymmetric minor loops have been reported in perpendicular magnetized multilayers.

In this paper we study the physical origin of minor loop asymmetries in spin valve structures with perpendicular magnetization. Characterization is done using magnetometry measurements and magnetic force microscopy (MFM) analysis of the microscopic magnetic structure within the films. A general model of asymmetric dipolar coupling for perpendicularly magnetized multilayer is developed, which explains well our experimental data.

II. SAMPLES

Si/Ta(5 nm)/Co_{74}Tb_{26}(20 nm)/Cu(3.5 nm)/Co_{88}Tb_{12}(20 nm)/Cu(2 nm)/Pt(2 nm) multilayers were grown by DC magnetron sputtering with base pressure less than 5 × 10⁻⁹ mbar. The Co_{1-x}Tb alloy has been chosen due to its high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy over large values of x and the possibility to easily tune the coercive field by changing x. Pure Co and Tb targets were used for a co-sputtering process, and the relative atomic concentration of the two elements Co and Tb was controlled by the relative sputtering power. Samples were deposited on Si (100) substrates covered first with a 5-nm-thick Ta seed layer. The multilayer is protected by a Cu/Pt bilayer. The choice of x = 12% for the SL and x = 26% for the HL ensures a large difference in the coercive fields of the layers with a well-defined antiparallel magnetization plateau in the field loop [Fig. 1(a)]. When the HL is fully saturated, the SL minor loop is symmetric with respect to zero field, indicating the absence of interlayer coupling such as exchange coupling or RKKY-like and orange-peel coupling through the Cu interlayer [Fig. 1(b)]. However, when the HL is not fully saturated, i.e., magnetic domains are present, asymmetric SL minor loops are observed [Fig. 1(c)]. We will show in the following that localized non-uniform stray fields are the cause of
we define the quantity of saturation as the HL magnetization starting from the HL virgin state. Hereby magnetization reversal has been studied as a function of saturation.

The asymmetry in between ascending and descending reversal (see inset: green area between blue and black curve) as a function of HL saturation.

III. MAGNETOMETRY

Since the Co74Tb26, HL is difficult to demagnetize through field cycling, the coupling between SL and HL has been studied by starting from HL virgin state and then moving toward positive or negative field saturation. This virgin state could not be re-established once the sample was saturated. The sample was therefore cut into several pieces that allowed us to start our experiments from equivalent initial magnetic states. The HL domain structure has been shown to remain unaffected by our experiments from equivalent initial magnetic states. The sample during the sputtering process. We define the negative field direction along the normal to the film as parallel to the magnetization of the virgin state. Furthermore we define a reversal of the SL magnetization from antiparallel to the virgin magnetization of the HL as an “up” reversal. The inverse case is called a “down” reversal.

In Fig. 1(c) a superposition of the up and the down reversal process for a HL saturation of about 80% is shown. The field that is required to saturate the SL during the up reversal is larger than the field required during a down reversal, reflecting some kind of AF coupling between the layers. In contrast the nucleation field seems to be nearly identical for up and down reversal. One can conclude from this that the dipolar field created by the domains in the HL hardly affects the nucleation process, whereas this field influences the propagation of DWs in the SL. It seems that the dipolar stray field from the HL creates pinning potentials in the SL which are not symmetrical with regards to the sign of the external magnetic field. These pinning potentials due to the HL domains have to be at least of similar strength as the structural pinning potentials in the SL. otherwise the hysteresis loops would not be affected by them. We quantified the asymmetry by the area $S$ of the $M(H)$ profile between the up and down reversal branches [inset Fig. 1(d)] and called it integrated asymmetry. This value is equal to zero when the SL minor loop is symmetric. We calculate $S$ by

$$ S = \int_{-150 \text{mT}}^{-30 \text{mT}} [\text{up}^* - \text{down}]d(\mu_0 H). $$

The integrated asymmetry value $S$ versus $m_{\text{HL}}/m_{\text{HL(sat)}}$ is plotted in Fig. 1(d). It is close to zero when $m_{\text{HL}}/m_{\text{HL(sat)}}$ equals 0 and ±100%. The integrated asymmetry reaches its largest level for $m_{\text{HL}}/m_{\text{HL(sat)}}$ value around ±60%. This observation suggests a correlation between the SL minor loop asymmetry and the domain structures in the HL. Note that starting from the virgin state the integrated asymmetry $S$ is behaving differently while saturating the HL in one or the other direction. This is due to the asymmetry of the virgin state, which is explained previously as due to the existence of the magnetron stray field acting on the sample during the sputtering process.

IV. MFM AND MODELING

For the purpose of developing an understanding of these SL minor loop asymmetries, spatial distribution of HL-induced stray fields acting on the SL have been mapped out using MFM measurements (Fig. 2). At remanence, the HL exhibits a non-uniform domain structure that evolves differently for a positive and negative applied field [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. This difference in HL magnetic domain structure explains the difference of amplitude for the integrated asymmetry maximum with positive or negative $m_{\text{HL}}/m_{\text{HL(sat)}}$, reported in Fig. 1(d). More importantly, the domain size of the smallest HL domains does not change significantly with the applied field, and its size is between 0.1 and 2 μm. Applying a field only modifies their spatial distribution and especially their local density.
and the saturation field approximated as the surface under the IP loop between the origin and the saturation field \( H_S \).

Out-of-plane (OP) hysteresis loop for a Co\textsubscript{74}Tb\textsubscript{26} (20 nm) film. The direction of (a) Virgin domain state of the HL; (b) HL partially saturated in the partially saturated opposite to the direction of \( M \) and HL anisotropy constant of \( K_u \), the dipolar stray field \( H_d \) perpendicular to the sample surface at a distance \( z \) over the surface is given by

\[
H_d(x,z) = -4M_s \tan^{-1}\left( \frac{xh}{(z+\delta)(z+\delta+h)+x^2} \right).
\]

As observed by MFM, the HL saturation corresponds to the shrinking of clusters with the original domain pattern. We model the stray field emitted by a cluster of domains as the sum of the stray fields emitted by the DWs using the previous equation. In order to take the \( z \)-dependence of the dipolar field into account we calculate the average dipolar field inside the 20-nm-thick free layer, which corresponds to a distance between 3.5 and 23.5 nm.

The considered constant domain size is 0.5 \( \mu \)m, which corresponds approximately to the median diameter of the domains of the virgin state.

The resulting stray fields originating from 19 domains as a representative number for (a) many domains, (b) 5 domains, (c) 3 domains, and (d) single domain in a positive saturated red sample are shown in Fig. 4.

The amplitude and shape of stray field generated on top of one domain depends on the number of neighboring domains [Figs. 4(a)–4(d)]. Such a peculiar and subtle profile arises from the reduced size of the domains. When the domain structure is homogeneous, i.e., includes a large number of neighboring domains, the stray-field profile is symmetric. This can be seen in Fig. 4(a) where the stray field is simulated using a large number of domains (19). At the center of the domain’s pattern, around position zero, the stray field \( H_d \) has the same positive and negative amplitudes. Only the border of the domain pattern, especially the last DW, induces larger negative values of \( H_d \) than positive ones. This asymmetry is enhanced when only few domains are considered, as shown in Figs. 4(b)–4(d). As a result, the negative stray field of a single negative domain is much larger than the positive stray field generated at the DW position [Fig. 4(d)]. In the light of those conclusions, the asymmetry of the minor SL cycle can be explained by imaging and comparing SL and HL domain patterns during ascending and descending branch of the SL hysteresis loop.

Let us first discuss the case of the “down” reversal. The SL has been saturated up and a negative field is applied [Fig. 5(a)]. The large reversed areas of the SL appear in brown, while nonreversed areas appear in light brown. The small domains appearing in dark brown are domains in the HL. As observed on Fig. 5(a), the reversal of the SL happens in regions of low density domains in the HL, and the propagation of the DWs is pinned by regions of high DW density in the HL. The previously mentioned modeling results show that regions with

\[
K_{\text{eff}} = K_u - \frac{1}{2} \mu_0 M_S^2
\]

can be approximated as the surface under the IP loop between the origin and the saturation field \( H_S \).
a low DW density exhibit the strongest negative dipolar field. Therefore, the reversal of the SL occurs as expected in regions where the effective negative applied field is the largest. After nucleation, the SL DWs propagate until reaching the border of a region with high HL domain density. This is observed in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). A closer analysis of the MFM image shows that all the small domains at the periphery of the reversed domain in SL have the darker contrast, unlike the HL domains in the nonreversed SL region that have an intermediate contrast [inset of Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)]. This indicates that the reversed domains in the SL are blocked by domains in HL, as depicted in Fig. 5(d).

Let us now discuss the case of the up reversal. The SL is first saturated down, and a positive field is then applied such that up domains nucleate in the SL [Fig. 6(a)]. The reversed areas of the SL appear in light brown, while nonreversed areas appear in brown. Figure 6 shows that SL reversal starts in regions with no HL domains and that the propagation of the DW is blocked as soon as it reaches HL domains location.

The previously mentioned calculations show that the positive stray field is the highest in regions where multiple domains in the HL exist. Therefore one could have expected SL nucleation to occur in these regions. However, no nucleation could be observed experimentally and even if nucleation occurred, no propagation takes place. Furthermore, considering the higher saturation magnetization of $M_s = 580$ kA/m of the Co$_{88}$Tb$_{12}$ SL, the stability diameter of domains in the SL is higher than in the HL. This means that the locally confined HL stray field is insufficient to cause SL domain nucleation.

Nucleation of DWs should then preferentially occur in regions labeled XX in Fig. 6(d). However, no nucleation could be observed experimentally and even if nucleation occurred, no propagation takes place. Furthermore, considering the higher saturation magnetization of $M_s = 580$ kA/m of the Co$_{88}$Tb$_{12}$ SL, the stability diameter of domains in the SL is higher than in the HL. This means that the locally confined HL stray field is insufficient to cause SL domain nucleation.

However, nucleation in regions labeled X will lead to propagation. As a consequence, SL reversal occurs first in a region without HL domains, and domain grows until the DW...
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meets a potential barrier, that are here given by the nearest reversed domains in the HL. Therefore, reversed domains in SL will preferentially cover regions without DWs in the HL.

This is in accordance to the observed MFM image [Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)].

V. RESULT

Based on the qualitative understanding of the SL domain nucleation and DW pinning processes obtained by MFM images and calculations, the asymmetry of the SL minor loop can now be explained.

In the case of down reversal of the SL, nucleation occurs in the SL in regions on top of HL region with low-density domains. SL DWs have then to propagate across a potential profile created by solely high density DW areas in the HL. In the case of up reversal of the SL, nucleation occurs in the SL in regions on top of an HL region without domains. SL DWs have then to propagate across a potential profile created by both high density DW areas and low density DW areas of the HL. The difference between up and down reversal arises then from the low density DW areas: in one case, they promote the nucleation of domains in the SL (down reversal); in the other case (up reversal), the low density DW areas are the location of the highest local fields that oppose to the propagation of the SL DWs and so cause a higher resistance towards saturation leading to a larger saturation field. Indeed, from our modeling, the stray field has been shown to be higher in those areas. Then, SL saturation needs a high applied field. The integrated asymmetry value shown in Fig. 1(d) is then explained by a variation of the density of single domain patterns in the HL as a function of field. With increasing HL saturation this density of single domain patterns increases, reaches a maximum, and decreases towards zero for the full saturation of the HL magnetization. Consequently the asymmetry $S$ in Fig. 1(d) increases first when increasing HL saturation reaches a maximum and disappears when the HL is saturated.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion the dipolar coupling between a SL and a HL in a TbCo/Cu/TbCo trilayer is shown to influence strongly the magnetization reversal inside the free layer. Despite the fact that the magnetization of TbCo alloys is low compared to “usual” transition metal compounds, the effect of the dipolar coupling is nevertheless strong enough to cause hysteresis loop asymmetry. From those results one could imagine using a generated stray field in order to control DW displacement, as described by Ref. 27, which might become relevant for applications such as the race track memory.
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